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ABSTRACT. We use Gross' results on logarithmic Sobolev inequalities and

hypercontractivity to show that the hypercontractivity of a positive recur-

rent diffusion semigroup depends essentially only on its invariant probability

measure and a given diffusion matrix and its diffusion matrix. Thus all diffu-

sion semigroups (including the unique selfadjoint one) with a given invariant

probability measure and a given diffusion matrix axe essentially equally hyper-

contractive.

With the exception of [2], the literature on hypercontractivity estimates seems to

deal exclusively with selfadjoint operators. In this note, we show how such estimates

extend easily to nonselfadjoint diffusion semigroups when these latter are considered

as operators on Lp with an appropriate reference measure. More specifically, we

will show that the hypercontractivity properties of a positive recurrent diffusion

semigroup depend essentially only on the invariant probability measure and the

diffusion matrix of the diffusion. All diffusion semigroups with a given invariant

probability measure p and a given diffusion matrix (including the unique one that

is selfadjoint on L2(dp)) are essentially equally hypercontractive on Lp(dp).

We shall consider the following two classes of diffusion semigroups.

I. Diffusion in a bounded region with oblique reflection at the bound-

ary. Tt is the unique diffusion semigroup generated by an extension of (L,D)

where L = ¿V ■ aV + b ■ V and D={uE C2(D) : J ■ Vu = 0 on dD}. We assume

that D C Rd is a bounded domain defined by {ip > 0} where ip E C2'a(Rd) and

\Vip\ =¿ 0 on ip = 0, that is, on dD, that a = a(x) is a d x d positive definite matrix

for each x E Rd with entries a¿¿ E C1'a(Rd), that 6 is a d-vector with components,

bj E Ca(Rd) and that J is a d-vector in C1'a(dD) and satisfies J ■ n < 0 on dD,

where n is the outward unit normal. The existence and uniqueness of such a diffu-

sion semigroup may be found in [5]. By the compactness of dD, the positivity of a

and the conditions on J, we may write J as J = —an + T where T is a C1'"-vector

field on the tangent space to dD. Because the state space is compact and L is

uniformly elliptic, a unique invariant probability measure p exists for the process

(that is, a measure p for which Tt*p = p for all t > 0) and possesses a strictly

positive density which we will denote by dp/dx = e2®.
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II. Diffusion on all of Rd. Tt is the unique diffusion semigroup generated by

an extension of (L,D) where L = §V-aV + 6- V and D = {uE C0(Rd)nC2(Rd)},

where a = a(x) is a positive definite d x d matrix for each x E Rd with entries

dij EC1(Rd) and b is a d-vector with components 6¿ EC(Rd).

Before stating our theorem, we present a compilation of facts concerning when

a diffusion process will possess a given invariant measure and when its semigroup

is selfadjoint with respect to some reference measure. We first consider the case of

diffusions with reflection. The diffusion semigroup will be selfadjoint on L2 with

respect to some reference measure if and only if b is of the form aVQ for some func-

tion Q and J = —an, that is T = 0. In this case the invariant probability measure

p will possess the density dp/dx = e2®'. (Since the diffusion depends on VQ but

not on Q we may assume without loss of generality that Q has been picked so that

e2<2 integrates to one.) The diffusion semigroup will be selfadjoint on L2(D,dp)

and its generator L will possess the quadratic form Ql(Î,ç) = fDfôfa^a)e2®dx.

In dimension d = 1, the above scenario is the only possible one; hence all one

dimensional diffusion semigroups are selfadjoint on L2(D,dp). However, in dimen-

sion d>2, there are many other nonselfadjoint diffusion semigroups with the same

invariant measure p (see [4] for a classification of such diffusions).

The following analytic criterion for determining when a particular probability

measure is invariant for a given reflecting diffusion is useful and will be used in the

sequel.

PROPOSITION 1. Consider a reflected diffusion on D generated by L =

|V ■ aV + b ■ V with reflection vector J = —an + T. Assume a, b, J and D satisfy

the conditions given above for reflected diffusions. Let p be a probability measure

on D with density dp/dx = e2®, where Q E C1'0l(D) and write b in the form

b = aVQ + (b — aVQ) = aVQ + b. If p is invariant for the diffusion process, then

(1.1) f bVqe2Qdx+\ (   (Vq ■ T)e2Q da = 0    for all q E Wl'2(D).
JD 2 JdD

PROOF. It is well known that p is invariant if and only if fD Lqdp = 0 for all q

in the domain of L. Take q E D_ and integrate by parts. Then take a limit to get

(1.1) for q E W1'2(D).

In the case of a diffusion on all of Rd, we need the following assumption.

ASSUMPTION A.   (i) The process possesses an invariant probability measure p

with dp/dx = e2® and drift b of the form b = aVQ + b where b E L1(Rd, dp);
(ii) liminfm^oo | /ixi=TO ane2® da\ = 0, where n is the outward unit normal at

\x\ = m.

Note that since e2Q is integrable, (ii) is always satisfied if a is bounded. We have

the following proposition.

PROPOSITION 2. Consider a diffusion on Rd generated by L = |VaV + öV,

where aij E C1(Rd) and bi E C(Rd). Let p be a probability measure on Rd with

density dp/dx = e2®, where Q E C1(Rd) and write b in the form b = aVQ +

(b — aVQ) = aVQ + b. Assume that Assumption A holds. If p is invariant for the

diffusion process, then

(1.2) /    ~bVqe2Q dx = 0   for all q EC2(Rd)f)D(L)p,    foranyp>l.
Jr*
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(Here and in the sequel, we use C™(Rd) to denote the space of bounded functions

on Rd with m continuous bounded derivatives. D(L)p denotes the domain of the

semigroup when considered as an operator on Lp(Rd,dp).)

PROOF. Proceed as in the proof of Proposition 1 and use Assumption A.

For the case of a diffusion on all of Rd, we will also need the following assumption.

ASSUMPTION B. Tt leaves C%(Rd) invariant.

We now present our theorem, but first a word on notation. We will use the

generic Ü to denote either D or Rd according to whether we are considering the

diffusion on D with reflection or the diffusion on all of Rd. Also P(O) will denote

the space of probability measures on 0, || • ||PiM will denote the Lp(Q,dp) norm,

II ■ Up,q-,p will denote the operator norm from Lp(i},dp) to Lq(U,dp) and (•, )M will

denote the L2-inner product with respect to the measure p.

THEOREM. Let p E P(Q) with density dp/dx = e2Q where Q E C1,Q(Z>) or

C1(Rd) according to whether Q = D or fi = Rd. Assume there exists an interval

(a,ß) with 1 < a < ß < oo and continuous functions c(-) > 0 and ^(-) on (a,ß)

such that

(1.3) / /"log l/l dp < P-^c(p) f (VfaVf)fp-2 dp + c(ph(p)H/H^
Jn ¿ Jn

+ \\f\\PP,p log 11/IIp.m.    for all f E Wl'2(Ü, dp) n LP(U, dp)

(In particular, if (1.3) holds for p = 2 with constants cr, and 7o> then it holds for all

p with c(p) = cop/2(p — 1) and ^(p) = 70-) Let p(t,q) be the solution of the initial

value problem c(p)dp/dt = p, p(0,q) = q, t > 0 and let M(t,q) = fQ ~j(p(s,q))ds.

p(t,q) and M(t,q) are both defined as long asp(t,q) < ß. Consider the two classes

of diffusion semigroups defined above and assume that Assumptions A and B hold in

the case H = Rd. Then every such diffusion semigroup Tt whose invariant measure

is p and whose diffusion matrix is a satisfies

\\Tt\\q,p(t,q);p<eM{t''>).

Conversely, assume there exist continuous p(t,q) andm(t,q) on an interval [0,e(q)),

e(q) > 0 with p(0,q) = q and m(0,q) = 1 and such that the right derivatives of p

and m exist at t = 0. If the inequality

\\Tt \\q,P(t,q);p < m(t, q),        0<t< e(6), q E (a, ß)

holds for one such diffusion semigroup Tt with invariant measure p and diffusion

matrix a, then in fact ]]Tt\]q¡p^t,q);n ̂  eM'É'9' for every such diffusion semigroup Tt

with invariant measure p and diffusion matrix a, where p(t,q) and M(t,q) are as

defined above with c() and "y(-) given by

c(q) =
dp(t,q)/dt

and 7(g) = dm(t, q)/dt\t=o-

t=o

PROOF. The proof as well as the formulation of this theorem is based on Gross'

paper [1], specifically Theorems 1 and 2.   In fact, a reading of these theorems
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and Corollary 2.1 shows that it suffices to establish that for any such diffusion

semigroup,

(1.4) l-Lf,r-% = ~i / (VfaVf)fp~2dp.
¿    Jn

for all 0 < / E D(L)P, where D(L)P is the domain of L when considered on

Lp(Q,dp). The first problem with this is that, in the nonselfadjoint case, an explicit

operator core cannot generally be given. However, a look at Gross' proof reveals

that it suffices to show that (1.4) holds for 0 < / C G where G C D(L)P is dense

in Lp(fl,dp) and is invariant under Tt. Now, in the case of a reflected diffusion,

Proposition 3, stated and proved below, states that C2'a(D) is invariant under Tt.

Thus, in this case we will use G = C2'a(D) n D(L)P. In the case of a diffusion on

all of Rd, C2(Rd) is invariant under Tt by Assumption B. Thus in this case we will

useG = Cb2(Rd)DD(L)p.

We first consider the case of a reflected diffusion. We will show that

(-Lf,fp-l)ß = P-=-^ f(VfaVf)fp~2dp,    forallO</eC2-a(Ä)n£(L)p.
¿    Jn

Since / is smooth and / E D(L)P, f must satisfy the boundary condition J ■ V/ =

—naVf + T ■ V/ = 0 on dD. Integrating by parts, we obtain

(-Lf, r-1), =-j  Q V ■ aV/ + 6V/) fp~le2^ dx

= £ZI / (VfaVf)fp-2e2Qdx- [ Vf(b-aVQ)fp~le2Qdx
2    Jd Jd

-If   (naVf)fp-le2Qd<j
2 JdD

£=Í j (V/aV/)/"-2e2« dx - j (b - aVQ)V (J^j e2« dx

P-AjjyfaVf)fp-2e2Qdx,

where we have used the boundary condition in the third equality and Proposition

1 in the last equality.

We now consider the case of a diffusion in all of Rd. We will show that

(-Lf,fp~l)p= [   (VfaVf)fp~2e2Qdx     for all 0 < / e Cl(Rd) n D(L)P.
Jr"
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Let Bm = {\x\ < m}.   Then (-LfJ^1)» = -limm_>00 ¡Bm /^L/e2« dx and

integrating by parts gives

-Í    fp~1Lfe2Qdx=   Í   (VfaVf)fp~2e2Qdx- j    Vf(b-aVQ)fp~1e2Qdx

-\(     (naV/)/?" Vicier
1 JdBm

=  [   (VfaVf)fp-2e2C¿dx- f    bv(!—\e2<^dx
Jßm Jßm       \P J

1   r
-=■        {na17f)fv-1e2Qda.

2 JdD

By Proposition 2, Assumption A and the fact that / E C2(Rd), it follows that

(-Lf,fps)fl = JRd(VfaVf)fp-2e2Qdx.
We now state and prove Proposition 3.

PROPOSITION 3. Let Tt be the semigroup of a diffusion with oblique reflection

as defined above.  Then Tt leaves C2,a(D) invariant.

PROOF. This proposition follows from [3, Theorem 5.3] since w(t, x) = Ttf(x)

satisfies wt = Lw with initial condition w(0, x) = f(x) and boundary condition

J   Vw = 0 ou dD, if f E D(L)P.
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